WSP Smart® solutions integrate technology with physical assets to enhance the communities where we live, work, learn and play. Across the country, our team of scientists, data analysts, architects and planners bring their local knowledge, relationships, and experience to each project every day.

Through our industry expertise, resources and insights, we stay ahead of evolving marketplace trends and changing legislation to provide solutions for our clients that enhance existing assets while encouraging sustainable and fiscally responsible development.

WSP offers full intelligent infrastructure services, from advisory and persona creation, to the collection, measurement and analysis of data, detailed design, contract administration and asset management.

Our Future Ready® problem-solving approach allows us to see tomorrow’s challenges more clearly and design solutions for them today. It’s an approach that puts people at the centre of the experiences we design to help develop smart, connected infrastructure solutions in rural and urban communities.

- Improve the livelihood, safety, and quality of life for communities.
- Improve business environments, attract investments and make doing business easier.
- Support resiliency and sustainability initiatives, and increase footfall.
- Drive efficiency and maximize investments by extending the life of infrastructure assets.

WSP offers full intelligent infrastructure services, from advisory and persona creation, to the collection, measurement and analysis of data, detailed design, contract administration and asset management.

Our Future Ready® problem-solving approach allows us to see tomorrow’s challenges more clearly and design solutions for them today. It’s an approach that puts people at the centre of the experiences we design to help develop smart, connected infrastructure solutions in rural and urban communities.

51% WSP Involvement in Canada’s Largest Infrastructure Projects (Renew Canada)

#1 Top Global ‘Pure Play’ Design Firm (Engineering-News Record)

49,000 Experts Worldwide
SMART SERVICE OFFERINGS

Advisory: offering a diverse range of services across any and all phases of the business case life-cycle, from strategic planning to operational issues.

Asset Management: helping clients solve real-world challenges, improving the services they deliver through the more efficient and economic use of assets they manage.

Client Facing Software: striving to contribute to Future Ready® projects for the benefit of our communities by investing in state-of-the-art technologies and software.

Contract Administration: providing an innovative approach that ensures the full integration and testing of technologies, enabling connectivity and data sharing.

Detailed Design: collaborating closely the design and construction teams foster innovation to help the communities we partner with thrive.

Planning: partnering with our clients to help find effective and sustainable strategies that also improve quality of life.

Standards Development: using our knowledge of requirements, specifications, guidelines and ongoing initiatives, WSP supports creating standards to ensure materials, products, processes and services are fit for their purpose.

WSP Smart® solutions are integrated in everything we do:

— Property & Buildings
— Transportation
— Infrastructure
— Environment
— Energy, Resources & Industry
— Geomatics
— Transportation

Questions, opportunities?

Contact: Mara.Bullock@wsp.com
Lucy.Casacia@wsp.com

Visit wsp.com to learn more about WSP Smart® and Future Ready® solutions.
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